Composite Likelihood.
We assume that given the row label z and column label w, the data ) 
2011). Estimation via EM Algorithms.
The maximum composite likelihood estimates of  is proposed to be estimated via a two-layer EM algorithm in Kuruppumullage Don (2014). In the E step, to build the algorithm, we create the surrogate function of  given    t , by using standard EM derivation twice. Firstly, the log composite likelihood is
Secondly, we implement the standard EM trick to get the logarithm inside the sum, and obtain the first surrogate function,
Finally, we apply the EM trick again to move the last sum outside the logarithm, and obtain the final surrogate function,
In the M step, once the weights . The basic optimization techniques lead to 
Clustering.
Once the block mixture model has been fitted, the question of latent class estimation arises, and it is related to row column independent clustering problem. Based on the Bayes rule, the assignment of row i to row components is achieved by assigning it to the the component to which it has the highest estimated posterior probability of belonging, 
Model Selection.
Usually, in real data analysis, both numbers of row components and column components, i.e. K and L, need to be predetermined. In order to access the number of components, two main ways For sensitivity matrix ) ( H , under some regularity conditions, a consistent estimator is the negative Hessian matrix evaluated at the maximum composite likelihood estimates
since the second Bartlett identity remains true for both row likelihood )
However, the efficient estimator of the variability matrix ) ( J is not straightforward, since the associated naive estimator
vanishes when evaluated at the maximum composite likelihood estimates (Gao and Song 2010) .
Here, we propose to perform simulations for the evaluation of both matrices. The matrix ) ( H has the expression
And the matrix ) ( J can be expressed as 
Theoretical Properties
In this subsection, we assume the true orders of the underlying density, K and L , are known.
We first introduce the result of row clustering. Define the row assignment function . The proposed assignment function is constructed under the assumption of pseudo-independence, which ignores the block structure among columns.
If there exit two row clusters 1 k and 2 k , and two column clusters 1  and 2  such that, . Therefore, neither row label assignment function nor column label assignment function can cluster the data correctly.
